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Found in all Atria communities with Life 

Guidance® memory care neighborhoods, the 

Legato® Music Program’s motto is “purposeful 

music every day.” The term “Legato” means 

“in a manner that is smooth and connected.” 

A piece of music performed legato has an 

ease, continuity and flow to it. Here’s how the 

program incorporates music into each of the 

“Eight Dimensions of Engagement,” which 

are the fundamental blocks of all events and 

programming at Atria:

Mmusic 
           Program Overview 

m Civic Engagement – Singing with children; 

starting community choirs; spending time with 

school bands

m Inspiration and Spirituality – Playing religious 

and spiritual music; meditation, tai chi and 

yoga classes with music

m Creative Expression – Making music with 

instruments; singing and clapping hands; 

creating musical instruments

m Entertainment and Fun – Hosting sing-a-longs 

and concerts; inviting guest entertainers

m Connection – Making music together; sharing 

favorite songs; reminiscing about singers

m Lifelong Learning – Playing musical games; 

hosting trivia contests; offering music history 

classes

m Health and Fitness – Exercising to music, 

including marching in place, relaxing and 

stretching

m Personal Achievement – Sharing residents’ 

past musical occupations or achievements; 

recognizing residents who play an instrument 

and asking them to play for others

can provide 
access – 
even when no 
medication can – 
to movement, to 
speech. To life.

Oliver Sacks, neurologist 

and best-selling author



“Note”worthy Outcomes

Legato in Action 

Marie was in the late mid-stage of an Alzheimer’s-type dementia when she 

was introduced to Legato. At the time, she was generally non-verbal  

and unable to participate in group activities. Within a few Legato sessions,  

she wanted to dance anytime she heard music and the Atria care team 

would gladly assist. Marie’s demeanor transforms from a sleepy stare to 

an engaged smile during Legato programs. Her son expressed to the Life 

Guidance Director, “I don’t know what you have done, but I feel like I have 

my mom back.” 

During a chorus Legato music program, Mario was gently encouraged to play 

the maracas and he began to smile. Shortly after the program ended, Mario 

was heard speaking with a caregiver in his native tongue and even mimicked 

playing the guitar, something he enjoyed doing in his earlier years. Staff and 

family members were moved as they witnessed Mario’s awakening through 

music and instruments. 

Since the rollout of the Legato Music Program in April 2015:

l Over 80% of Atria Life Guidance neighborhoods where residents exhibit  

exit-seeking behaviors have seen those incidents decrease by at least a third 

l Nearly half of the Life Guidance neighborhoods have experienced a reduction 

of incidents where residents exhibited challenging behaviors 

l Numerous residents who were otherwise withdrawn have become engaged, 

active participants in Legato programming 
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